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2.|2016/10 400-351 Exam Questions & Answers:
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0BwwEErkugSaLSTMyUDhOZG1ET1k&usp=sharing QUESTION 27Refer to the exhibit
which statements about this CPU ACL is true?

A. A user on the 10.64.0.0/24 network can use SSH to access the WLC.B. A User on the 10.64.0.0/24 network can not use
HTTPS to accessthe WLC GUIC. A user on the 10.64.0.0/24 network can not use telnet to access the WLC 172.21.159..37D.
Any user on any other subnet can access the WLC. Answer: C QUESTION 28Which three AP modes are supported by Converged
Access WLC (3650/3850/5760) in cisco ISO-XE software 3.6E? (choose three) A. snifferB. localC. FiexconnectD. monitor
E. office extendF. Mesh Answer: ABD QUESTION 29your customer needs the list of all the guest client that connected to Wi-Fi
successfully but have not yet authenticated. The customer decides to creat an advanced filter in Cisco PI,under monitor >client and
user, which two conditions should be included in the filter? (choose two) A. PEM state =WebauthReqDB. On Network= YesC.
Status =AssociatedD. Type =Lightweight client Answer: CD QUESTION 30Refer to the exhibit your customer is testing native
supplicant provisioning using the ISE (at 192.168.1.2) and a Cisco WlC.The Cisco WlC has an ACcl onfigured on it called
onboarding during the testing of many different client devices (android apple windows) it appears that these devices are never
redirected to the on boarding portal through they a access the internet, which statement explain this behavior.

A. The ACL has a permit any at the end of the list redirection does not take place unless the client hits a website that gets denied
B. The source and destination port in the ACL are not set up correctlyC. The ACL has a permit any at the end of the list
redirection does not take place unless the client hits a websites that guest permittedD. there is nothing wrong the acl the problem
must exist either on the client side or on the configured ISE authorization profile. Answer: C QUESTION 31Your customer wants to
configure LSCs and asks for specific information about which number to configure in the text box right next to the "Number of
Attempts". Which statement is true? A. The default number of attempts is 100.B. A value of 2 means that if an AP fails to join
the Cisco WLC using an LSC, the AP attempts to Join the Cisco WLC using the default certificateC. A value of 255 means that if
an AP fails to join the Cisco WLC using an LSC,the AP does not attempt to join the Cisco WLC using the default .D. A value of 3
means that if a user fails to authenticate,the user is disconnected after three retries. Answer: B QUESTION 32Which two statements
about 802.11r are true? (choose two) A. A PTK is generated before the client roams to the target AP.B. Non-802.11r clients
cannot associate to WLANs that have 802 llr enabled on WLC AireOS code 8.0C. 802.11r IS supported only on OPEN and WPA2
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WLANs.D. This protocol uses the four-way handshake for the key managment upon roaming. Answer: BC QUESTION 33Your
customer is having wireless VoiP problems. When the Cisco 7925 phones roam from APtlo AP2,the voice drops out and comes
back.The phones are set up for PEAP/WPA2-AES with CCKM to an external RADIUS server. The APs and WLAN are setup in
FlexConnect mode. Which statement explains the issue ? A. PEAP with WPA2-AES is not supported with Cisco Centralized Key
Management,use EAP-FAST.B. The APs have not been added to the FlexConnectgroup .C. PEAP with WPA2-AES is not
supported with Cisco Centralized Key Management,use LEAP.D. The APs have been added to the FlexConnectgroup . Answer: B
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